
Home Learning 
Maths, English, PE, PSHE 

Monday 25th January 
Leopard Class- Year 2/3 

Hello Leopards, 

Well done for another week of hard work, keep it up! 
In this learning guide, there is a maths, English, 

spelling, PE and PSHE lesson for you to complete.  

They are approximately 30-40 minutes long each. 



Maths 

Y2: Identify left and right; give accurate directions. 

Y3: Understand angles as an amount of turn and right angles as 
quarter turns. 

 
Warm-up: Choose the bronze, silver or gold questions to complete. 

 



Warm- up answers 



Where does the 

minute hand 

point at quarter 

past? 

Where does it 

point at half 

past? 

What about at 

quarter to? 



This is a 

quarter of the 

clock face. 

Let’s split the 

clock face into 

quarters. 

The angle between 

the lines is a right 

angle. Y3 can 

explain why that is? 



A right angle is a 

quarter turn. 

When the long 

(minute) hand moves 

from 12 to 3, this is a 

quarter of a turn 

clockwise. 

Turning the other 

way is  

anti-clockwise. 



1 right angle? 

2 right angles? 

3 right angles? 

4 right angles? 

How many right angles do you 

think make a complete turn 

around the clock?  

Can you explain how you 

know? 



It takes 4 right 
angles to make 

a full turn. 

1 

2 3 

4 



What is the answer to this question? 

Watch the following video to check your answer: 
https://www.nagwa.com/en/videos/236134041281/   

https://www.nagwa.com/en/videos/236134041281/


Year 3 - Please complete the following worksheet: 
 
Year 2- Continue with the lesson. 



We’re going to 

write 

instructions to 

help someone 

reach the door. 

Who are you 

going to 

choose?  

Make a list of 

instructions for 

them to follow. 

We can give 

instructions like 

turn left, turn 

right, or a 

number of steps 

forwards. 

Year 2: 



Let’s try again –  

 

Can you make it a smoother journey 

this time? 

 

Or  

 

Could you make it more tricky by 

adding obstacles to move around? 

Year 2: 



Challenge 1: Give directions 
for 1 route. 
 
Challenge 2: Describe two 
possible routes 

Year 2: 



Challenge- reasoning and problem solving questions: 

1. 

2. 



Challenge- reasoning and problem solving question answers: 

1. 2. 



English 

To recognise different sentence structures. 

 

Today’s lesson will be taught over Microsoft Teams at 11am. 

 

Please find some recap slides on the following slides to support 
with the activity. 



Simple sentences 

• They are very simple! 

• They contain a subject, object and a verb. 

• They only contain one idea. 

 

He handed in his homework. 



Compound sentences 
• This is when you join together two simple 

sentences using a conjunction. 
• Both ideas are equally important. 
• The most common conjunctions used in compound 

sentences are ‘and’, ‘or’, ‘but’ and ‘so’. 
• VERY IMPORTANT – both parts of the sentence 

have to make sense on their own.  If you took the 
conjunction away, the sentences would make sense 
on their own as simple sentences. 

 
He handed in his homework but he had forgotten 
the last page. 



Complex sentences 

• Complex sentences are made up of a main 
clause and a subordinate clause. 

• The main clause is like the simple sentence 
and it must make sense on its own. 

• The subordinate clause adds extra information 
and does not make sense on its own. 

 



• The subordinate clause can come at the 
beginning of a sentence (fronted adverbial): 

When he handed in his homework, he forgot to give his 
teacher the last page. 
 

• The subordinate clause can come in the 
middle of a sentence: 

He handed in his homework, which was missing the last 
page, to his teacher. 
 

• The subordinate clause can come at the end 
of a sentence: 

He handed in his homework, although he forgot to give in 
the last page. 



Activity 1: 
simple, compound or complex 



Activity 2: 
Turn each pair of simple sentences below into one compound 
sentence by using one of these words: 
• and 
• but 
• so 
 
Write your answers on a piece of paper. An example has been done for 
you: 
Poppy sat on the beach. She ate a big ice cream. 
Poppy sat on the beach and she ate a big ice cream. 
 
• The sun was very hot. He put on his cap to keep cool. 
• Ahmed wanted to buy an ice cream too. He had spent all his money. 
• Charlie went for a swim. Kamala came too. 
• The boys splashed in the sea. It was too cold to stay in for long. 
• They grabbed their towels. They could get dry. 
 



Activity 3 (aimed at Year 3): 



PE 

To create a performance, combining rolls, 
jumps and balances. 

 
We will perform some of these on our Microsoft Teams 

meeting at 2pm. 

 

Here is a recap of jumps and rolls. 

Also, remind yourself of the balances your performed in 
week 1, using a different number of points. 



straight jump tuck jump 

Types of Jumps 
Consider how you use your body to create the shape and  

movement for the different jumps. 



Step 1: Start with your legs together and arms by your sides. 
Bend your knees then jump upwards, swinging both your 
arms and legs out to the side while keeping them straight. 

Star Jump 

A star jump is similar to a jumping jack except that in a star jump both arms and 
legs reach out to the sides to create a star shape in the air.  

You need height to allow time to complete the full movement in the air so we will 
practise the jump off a bench or agility table.  

Step 2: Bring your arms back to your sides and legs together 
to land. 

Remember to keep your arms, legs and body straight and 
point your toes during this jump. 



Step 1: Bend your knees then jump upwards, swinging your 
arms back and up to create lift. 

Straddle Jump 
A straddle jump is an energetic gymnastics jump that requires good body 

strength, flexibility and control to create the shape. You need height to allow time 
to complete the full movement in the air so we will practise the jump off a bench 

or agility table.  

Step 2: Split your legs into a straddle position as you jump 
and reach your hands towards your toes. 

Step 3: Bring your legs together again to land. Bend your 
knees to soften the impact and hold your arms out in front of 

you for balance. 

Remember to keep your head lifted and point your toes 
during this jump. 



Step 1: Bend your knees then jump upwards, swinging your 
arms back and up to create lift. 

Pike Jump 
A pike jump is a more difficult gymnastics jump that also requires good body 

strength, flexibility and control. You need height to allow time to complete the full 
movement in the air so we will practise the jump off a bench or agility table.  

Step 2: Straighten out your legs in front of your body into a pike 
position as you jump, aiming to move your chin towards your 

shins and reaching your hands towards your toes. 

Step 3: Bend your knees as you land to soften the impact and 
hold your arms out in front of you for balance. 

Remember to look forwards, not down, and point your toes 
during this jump. 



Step 1: Bend your knees then jump upwards swinging your 
arms back and up to create lift. 

Straight Jump Half Turn 
A straight jump half turn is a helpful gymnastics movement that allows a gymnast 
to transition between movements or create interest in routines. It requires strong 

body awareness, shaping and control. 

Step 2: Stretch your body as you jump, keeping your core 
(tummy) muscles tight. Your arms should be reaching up to 

the sky. 

Step 3: Twist your body as you jump so that you land facing 
the opposite direction. 

Remember to point your toes while you are in the air. 



teddy bear roll log roll forward roll crouched 

Types of Rolls 



Forward Roll from Standing 

A forward roll from standing is a little more difficult than a 
crouched forward roll because you need to move into the roll 

from a standing position. 



Tucked Backward Roll 
Backward rolls can feel a little scary at first. You can practise 

rocking onto your back then forwards again to stand until you 
get used to the feeling of the movement. 

Practise performing the roll. 

Remember to keep your chin tucked into your chest and 
your back rounded.  



Your activity: 

Create a performance of balances, jumps and rolls that link 
together well. Keep practising until you remember it and it is 

perfected. 
 

You should include: 
 

4 balances 
 

3 jumps 
 

2 rolls  
 

Try not to repeat the same balance, jump or roll. 
Remember to challenge yourself! 



PSHE 
Importance of communication in a relationship. 
To understand the difference between assertive, 

aggressive and passive behaviour 
 

How would you behave if... 
 

You are in the cinema and some people in front of you are 
talking very loudly and giggling. You can’t hear the film properly 

and you are starting to feel cross. 



Would you… 

• Tap them on the shoulder, smile sweetly and 
say very politely 

–‘please could you be quieter because I can’t hear the film’ 
 



Or….. 

Get angry and say loudly….SHUT UP! 



• Try and ignore the racket they are making 
even though it would spoil the film for you 

Or….. 



You can choose to respond in one of 3 ways 

• You can respond ASSERTIVELY 



You can respond AGGRESSIVELY 



You can respond PASSIVELY 



What is Assertiveness 

• Behaviour  

– Direct and honest 

– Respect others 

– Stand up for your rights in helpful ways 

 

 



What is Aggressiveness 

• Behaviour  

– Blaming 

– Threatening 

– Fighting 

– Stand up for your 
rights but in unhelpful 
ways 

 



What is Passiveness 

• Behaviour  

– Be apologetic 

– Give up your right by 
not being honest 

– Do what you’re told 
regardless of how 
you feel 

 

 



Passive 

• You are more important than me 



Aggressive 

• I’m more important than you 



Assertive 

• We are equal 



Which type of response is the best? 

Assertive 

Aggressive 

Passive 



Write down  

• An assertive response 

 

• An aggressive response 

 

• A passive response 

 

• To each of the following 
scenarios 



Scenario 1 

• Your mum is hassling you to babysit for your little 
brother. She knows you had already arranged to go 
out with your friends and you don’t want to let them 
down. What would you say to her? 



Scenario 2 

• You’re being bullied at school and a group of 
girls keep pushing you and calling you names. 
You are worried and afraid. What would you 
do about it? 



Scenario 3 

• You’re best friend buys exactly the same pair 
of designer shoes as you. You like to be 
original and hate to be copied. What would 
you do/ 



Scenario 4 

• A friend has borrowed £10 from you. It was 4 
weeks ago and you really need it back. What 
would you do? 



Scenario 5 

• Three of your close friends have gone to the 
cinema without asking you. You feel very left 
out and quite down! What would you do? 



Scenario 6 

• A classmate keeps going into your pencil case and 
borrowing pencils without asking. You are getting 
annoyed because he often never returns things that 
he has borrowed. What would you do? 


